Cimar Valencia

**No. 377**
**GRAND CONCERT CLASSIC**

- Full Length: 39 5/8''
- Body: 19'' × 14 3/4''
- Neck: 2 1/8''
- Selected close-grained spruce top in matched finish.
- Shima-wood back and sides in Mahogany finish.
- Nato-wood neck.
- Rosewood fingerboard and bridge.
- Wood marquetry pieces are on headpiece and around soundhole.
- Chrome plated machine heads.

**No. 378**
**GRAND CONCERT CLASSIC**

- Full Length: 39 5/8''
- Body: 19'' × 14 3/4''
- Neck: 2 1/8''
- Selected close-grained spruce top in matched finish.
- Aged mahogany back and sides.
- Back is joined with black celluloid stripe.
- Nato-wood neck.
- Rosewood fingerboard and bridge.
- Wood marquetry pieces are on headpiece, on bridge and around soundhole.
- Chrome plated machine heads with beautiful designed buttons.

**No. 379**
**GRAND CONCERT CLASSIC**

- Full Length: 39 5/8''
- Body: 19'' × 14 3/4''
- Neck: 2 1/8''
- Selected close-grained spruce top in matched finish.
- Matched rosewood back and sides.
- Back is joined with black celluloid stripe.
- Nato-wood neck.
- Rosewood fingerboard and bridge.
- Wood marquetry pieces are on headpiece, on bridge and around soundhole.
- Gold plated machine heads with beautiful designed buttons.
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